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an amazon top book of the month a good morning america buzz pick a mary calvi book club pick a perfectly paced
addictive thriller with a vicious twist paula hawkins from bestselling nonfiction author abbott kahler comes a
spellbinding fiction debut an unusual form of amnesia upends the lives of identical twins forcing them to face the
indelible dangerous shadow of the past when kat bird wakes up from a coma she sees her mirror image jude her
twin sister jude s face and name are the only memories kat has from before her accident as kat tries to make
sense of things she believes jude will provide all the answers to her most pressing questions who am i where am i
what actually happened amid this tragedy jude sees an irresistible opportunity she can give her sister a brand new
past one worlds away from the lives they actually led she spins tales of an idyllic childhood exotic travels and a
bright future but if everything was so perfect who are the mysterious people following kat and what explains her
uncontrollable flashes of violent anger which begin to jeopardize a sweet new romance duped by the one person
she trusted kat must try to untangle fact from fiction yet as she pulls at the threads of jude s elaborate tapestry
she has no idea of the catastrophe she s inviting at stake is not just the twins relationship but their very survival
intensely creepy and beautifully written abbott kahler s where you end is an unforgettable tale of intrigue revenge
and the quest for redemption now a major motion picture starring jason segal and jesse eisenberg directed by
james ponsoldt an indelible portrait of david foster wallace by turns funny and inspiring based on a five day trip
with award winning writer david lipsky during wallace s infinite jest tour in david lipsky s view david foster
wallace was the best young writer in america wallace s pieces for harper s magazine in the 90s were according to
lipsky like hearing for the first time the brain voice of everybody i knew here was how we all talked experienced
thought it was like smelling the damp in the air seeing the first flash from a storm a mile away you knew
something gigantic was coming then rolling stone sent lipsky to join wallace on the last leg of his book tour for
infinite jest the novel that made him internationally famous they lose to each other at chess they get iced in at an
airport they dash to chicago to catch a make up flight they endure a terrible reader s escort in minneapolis
wallace does a reading a signing an npr appearance wallace gives in and imbibes titanic amounts of hotel
television what he calls an orgy of spectation they fly back to illinois drive home walk wallace s dogs amid these
everyday events wallace tells lipsky remarkable things everything he can about his life how he feels what he
thinks what terrifies and fascinates and confounds him in the writing voice lipsky had come to love lipsky took
notes stopped envying him and came to feel about him that grateful awake feeling the same way he felt about
infinite jest then lipsky heads to the airport and wallace goes to a dance at a baptist church a biography in five
days although of course you end up becoming yourself is david foster wallace as few experienced this great
american writer told in his own words here is wallace s own story and his astonishing humane alert way of looking
at the world here are stories of being a young writer of being young generally trying to knit together your ideas of
who you should be and who other people expect you to be and of being young in march of 1996 and of what it was
like to be with and as he tells it what it was like to become david foster wallace if you can think of times in your
life that you ve treated people with extraordinary decency and love and pure uninterested concern just because
they were valuable as human beings the ability to do that with ourselves to treat ourselves the way we would treat
a really good precious friend or a tiny child of ours that we absolutely loved more than life itself and i think it s
probably possible to achieve that i think part of the job we re here for is to learn how to do it i know that sounds a
little pious david foster wallace from the show s modest beginnings to its massive emmy sweep you are my happy
ending tells the story of how schitt s creek became the surprise hit that changed the way we think about lgbtq
relationships cultural analyst emily garside shows how this series fused classic romcom and sitcom tropes to
create a world with a queer love story at its core starting with daniel levy the co creator who plays david she
examines the show s canadian identity and its diverse incorporation of references from literature brideshead
revisited to cinema hitchcock s the birds as well as numerous romantic comedy texts schitt s creek is an homage
to all these elements of the past literary and cinematic canon while also creating an important contemporary
narrative of its own most importantly garside delves into the references to queer icons and culture from cabaret to
drag how did this supposedly light comedy embrace an activist perspective and how does it use and subvert its
romantic comedy genre in order to make that activism even more powerful combining a fan s affection with a
scholar s insight garside explains how this little show that could is the product of a long history of queer activism
breaking down barriers and marking a turning point in future representation of lgbtq stories in leading at a higher
level updated edition blanchard and his colleagues bring together everything they ve learned about world class
leadership you ll discover how to create targets and visions based on the triple bottom line and make sure people
know who you are where you re going and the values that will guide your journey from start to finish this book
extends blanchard s breakthrough work on delivering legendary customer service creating raving fans and
building partnerships for performance that empower everyone who works for and with you updated throughout
this new edition contains two powerful important new chapters one on coaching to create higher level leaders and
another on creating a higher level culture throughout your organization it also offers the definitive most up to date
techniques for leading yourself individuals teams and entire organizations most importantly it will help you dig
deep within discover the personal leadership point of view all great leaders possess and apply it throughout your
entire life in helping people win at work wd 40 company president ceo garry ridge reveals how his company has
used blanchard s techniques to partner for performance with every employee and achieve unprecedented levels of
employee engagement and commitment ridge introduces wd 40 s performance review system explaining its goals
its features and the cultural changes it required next ridge shares his leadership point of view what he expects of
people what they can expect of him and where his beliefs about leadership and motivation came from finally in
part iv ken blanchard explains why wd 40 s partnering for performance program works so well and how it can
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work for you too this book isn t about cheerleading it s about transforming performance review one step at a time
and reaping record breaking results the easiest most effective weight loss plan ever the concept is simple have
one protein one carbohydrate and one fat at every meal and snack the results nothing short of amazing and
delicious nutritionist rania batayneh mph shares the 1 1 1 formula she s used with hundreds of clients who lost the
weight they never thought they could lose did it easily no forbidden foods no deprivation no complicated rules and
kept it off for good on this plan as long as you adhere to the formula you naturally keep your body balanced your
metabolism strong your cravings at bay and your weight down the best part no food is off limits not even chocolate
pizza burgers or fries with dozens of perfectly balanced meal ideas and 75 easy tasty recipes the one one one diet
isn t a drop pounds fast fad it s a strategy you can use to eat healthfully and stay slim for life praise for the one
one one diet a customized approach for individuals who want to start up or maintain healthy eating habits and
achieve weight loss without deprivation kristin kirkpatrick ms rd ld a simple straightforward easy to follow plan to
help anyone get on the right track to eating well keri glassman ms rd cdn author of the new you and improved diet
secure venture capital easy getting a business up and running or pushing a brilliant product to the marketplace
requires capital for many entrepreneurs a lack of start up capital can be the single biggest roadblock to their
dreams of success and fortune venture capital for dummies takes entrepreneurs step by step through the process
of finding and securing venture capital for their own projects find and secure venture capital for your business get
your business up and running push a product to the marketplace if you re an entrepreneur looking for hands on
guidance on how to secure capital for your business the information in venture capital for dummies gives you the
edge you need to succeed developing a spiritual warfare mentality in the midst of the valley is a revolutionary look
at spiritual warfare from a practical point of view this book is designed to challenge your thinking so that you can
function accurately in the midst of any situation that life presents hidden in the midst of every valley is the
purpose waiting to be discovered when you learn to think differently you will discover the wonderful treasure of
purpose which will ultimately bring fulfilment to your life in this landmark work stanley saunders uses the analogy
of two valleys valley of bad decision and valley of destiny to stir change in the heart of people regardless of what
valley you find yourself in this book teaches you how to respond so that you can find meaning and significance to
life most people are tired of going through the same battles and struggles over and over therefore its time to
break that trend by applying the life changing principles of gods word are you ready for victory in every area of
your life list of members in each volume boys life is the official youth magazine for the boy scouts of america
published since 1911 it contains a proven mix of news nature sports history fiction science comics and scouting
tribal criminal law and procedure is the second in a unique series of comprehensive studies of tribal law in the
united states this book examines the complex subject of tribal criminal law and procedure from a tribal
perspective utilizing tribal statutory law tribal case law and the cultural values of native peoples garrow and deer
discuss in depth the histories structures and practices of tribal justice systems comparisons of traditional tribal
justice with anglo american law and jurisdictions elements of criminal law and procedure and alternative
sentencing and traditional sanctions tribal criminal law and procedure will be an invaluable resource for legal
scholars and students published in cooperation with the tribal law and policy institute visit their web page turtle
mountain community college and the native nations law and policy center university of california los angeles the
best selling author of the 7 minute difference demonstrates how small routine choices can enable significant
positive changes in personal relationships and goals outlining specific strategies and tools for identifying key
priorities and accomplishing scheduled daily tasks achieve positive returns on your investments in any market
with managing your investment portfolio fd you can build and manage a portfolio of investments that s flexible
enough to provide positive returns no matter what the market is doing inside you ll find a wealth of strategies and
techniques to help you take your investments to the next level lean to track and predict volatility hedge your
exposure by going long and short use strategies like arbitrage relative value and pairs trading and dip into
distressed assets options derivatives spread betting and much more techniques and strategies covered include
tracking and predicting volatility and making short term gains on very volatile markets hedging exposure and
going long and short arbitrage taking advantage of price differences between markets pairs trading relative value
strategies distressed assets things written off by the mainstream that may have long term value earnings surprises
looking for companies delivering better earnings than predicted by analysts options and derivatives macro trading
looking at key indicators for economic cycles rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket
tabloid publishing the weekly world news has been the world s only reliable news source since 1979 the online
hub weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment news site are you a made in chelsea addict desperate for
another series of love triangles and luxury drama and deck shoes are you hoping that francis will finally give us a
flash of his diamonds or to see binky actually find true love if you just can t get enough kings road craziness daisy
buchanan s hilarious and hugely popular series blogs are collected here to give you a quick fix of your favourite
trust fund tv stars as well as getting you in the mood for the new series the wickedly unofficial guide to made in
chelsea will also help all you sw7 wannabes navigate the choppy waters of high society hook ups avoid fashion
faux pas and learn how to throw a totes amaze pardy from the writer who coined the nickname jamie biscuits
comes a guide to chelsea life that s more must have than the latest mulberry popular science gives our readers the
information and tools to improve their technology and their world the core belief that popular science and our
readers share the future is going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces that will help
make it better it is 1861 and angel woolsack is a confederate about to breathe his last as the union forces make
their inexorable approach rejected by his wife his wealth no longer useful to him he sets about recording his
testament his story is that of a preacher s son who flees the hardscrabble life of his itinerant father and falls in
with a charismatic highwayman the novel moves from the bordellos of natchez to the mississippi plantations and
finally to the back rooms of new orleans where would be revolutionaries are plotting to break away from the
young united states the blood of heaven is a remarkable portrait of a young man seizing his place in a violent new
world cio magazine launched in 1987 provides business technology leaders with award winning analysis and
insight on information technology trends and a keen understanding of it s role in achieving business goals the
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realities of the international criminal justice system takes an analytical and critical look at the impact of the major
instruments of international criminal justice since the 1990s with the advent of the international criminal tribunals
for rwanda and yugoslavia in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight
for network and it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations readers are
responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to
support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce
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Where You End 2024-01-16 an amazon top book of the month a good morning america buzz pick a mary calvi book
club pick a perfectly paced addictive thriller with a vicious twist paula hawkins from bestselling nonfiction author
abbott kahler comes a spellbinding fiction debut an unusual form of amnesia upends the lives of identical twins
forcing them to face the indelible dangerous shadow of the past when kat bird wakes up from a coma she sees her
mirror image jude her twin sister jude s face and name are the only memories kat has from before her accident as
kat tries to make sense of things she believes jude will provide all the answers to her most pressing questions who
am i where am i what actually happened amid this tragedy jude sees an irresistible opportunity she can give her
sister a brand new past one worlds away from the lives they actually led she spins tales of an idyllic childhood
exotic travels and a bright future but if everything was so perfect who are the mysterious people following kat and
what explains her uncontrollable flashes of violent anger which begin to jeopardize a sweet new romance duped
by the one person she trusted kat must try to untangle fact from fiction yet as she pulls at the threads of jude s
elaborate tapestry she has no idea of the catastrophe she s inviting at stake is not just the twins relationship but
their very survival intensely creepy and beautifully written abbott kahler s where you end is an unforgettable tale
of intrigue revenge and the quest for redemption
Although Of Course You End Up Becoming Yourself 2010-04-13 now a major motion picture starring jason
segal and jesse eisenberg directed by james ponsoldt an indelible portrait of david foster wallace by turns funny
and inspiring based on a five day trip with award winning writer david lipsky during wallace s infinite jest tour in
david lipsky s view david foster wallace was the best young writer in america wallace s pieces for harper s
magazine in the 90s were according to lipsky like hearing for the first time the brain voice of everybody i knew
here was how we all talked experienced thought it was like smelling the damp in the air seeing the first flash from
a storm a mile away you knew something gigantic was coming then rolling stone sent lipsky to join wallace on the
last leg of his book tour for infinite jest the novel that made him internationally famous they lose to each other at
chess they get iced in at an airport they dash to chicago to catch a make up flight they endure a terrible reader s
escort in minneapolis wallace does a reading a signing an npr appearance wallace gives in and imbibes titanic
amounts of hotel television what he calls an orgy of spectation they fly back to illinois drive home walk wallace s
dogs amid these everyday events wallace tells lipsky remarkable things everything he can about his life how he
feels what he thinks what terrifies and fascinates and confounds him in the writing voice lipsky had come to love
lipsky took notes stopped envying him and came to feel about him that grateful awake feeling the same way he felt
about infinite jest then lipsky heads to the airport and wallace goes to a dance at a baptist church a biography in
five days although of course you end up becoming yourself is david foster wallace as few experienced this great
american writer told in his own words here is wallace s own story and his astonishing humane alert way of looking
at the world here are stories of being a young writer of being young generally trying to knit together your ideas of
who you should be and who other people expect you to be and of being young in march of 1996 and of what it was
like to be with and as he tells it what it was like to become david foster wallace if you can think of times in your
life that you ve treated people with extraordinary decency and love and pure uninterested concern just because
they were valuable as human beings the ability to do that with ourselves to treat ourselves the way we would treat
a really good precious friend or a tiny child of ours that we absolutely loved more than life itself and i think it s
probably possible to achieve that i think part of the job we re here for is to learn how to do it i know that sounds a
little pious david foster wallace
You Are My Happy Ending 2024-01-15 from the show s modest beginnings to its massive emmy sweep you are my
happy ending tells the story of how schitt s creek became the surprise hit that changed the way we think about
lgbtq relationships cultural analyst emily garside shows how this series fused classic romcom and sitcom tropes to
create a world with a queer love story at its core starting with daniel levy the co creator who plays david she
examines the show s canadian identity and its diverse incorporation of references from literature brideshead
revisited to cinema hitchcock s the birds as well as numerous romantic comedy texts schitt s creek is an homage
to all these elements of the past literary and cinematic canon while also creating an important contemporary
narrative of its own most importantly garside delves into the references to queer icons and culture from cabaret to
drag how did this supposedly light comedy embrace an activist perspective and how does it use and subvert its
romantic comedy genre in order to make that activism even more powerful combining a fan s affection with a
scholar s insight garside explains how this little show that could is the product of a long history of queer activism
breaking down barriers and marking a turning point in future representation of lgbtq stories
Improve Your Career Performance (Collection) 2013-08-19 in leading at a higher level updated edition
blanchard and his colleagues bring together everything they ve learned about world class leadership you ll
discover how to create targets and visions based on the triple bottom line and make sure people know who you are
where you re going and the values that will guide your journey from start to finish this book extends blanchard s
breakthrough work on delivering legendary customer service creating raving fans and building partnerships for
performance that empower everyone who works for and with you updated throughout this new edition contains
two powerful important new chapters one on coaching to create higher level leaders and another on creating a
higher level culture throughout your organization it also offers the definitive most up to date techniques for
leading yourself individuals teams and entire organizations most importantly it will help you dig deep within
discover the personal leadership point of view all great leaders possess and apply it throughout your entire life in
helping people win at work wd 40 company president ceo garry ridge reveals how his company has used
blanchard s techniques to partner for performance with every employee and achieve unprecedented levels of
employee engagement and commitment ridge introduces wd 40 s performance review system explaining its goals
its features and the cultural changes it required next ridge shares his leadership point of view what he expects of
people what they can expect of him and where his beliefs about leadership and motivation came from finally in
part iv ken blanchard explains why wd 40 s partnering for performance program works so well and how it can
work for you too this book isn t about cheerleading it s about transforming performance review one step at a time
and reaping record breaking results
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Faust: a Tragedy 1883 the easiest most effective weight loss plan ever the concept is simple have one protein
one carbohydrate and one fat at every meal and snack the results nothing short of amazing and delicious
nutritionist rania batayneh mph shares the 1 1 1 formula she s used with hundreds of clients who lost the weight
they never thought they could lose did it easily no forbidden foods no deprivation no complicated rules and kept it
off for good on this plan as long as you adhere to the formula you naturally keep your body balanced your
metabolism strong your cravings at bay and your weight down the best part no food is off limits not even chocolate
pizza burgers or fries with dozens of perfectly balanced meal ideas and 75 easy tasty recipes the one one one diet
isn t a drop pounds fast fad it s a strategy you can use to eat healthfully and stay slim for life praise for the one
one one diet a customized approach for individuals who want to start up or maintain healthy eating habits and
achieve weight loss without deprivation kristin kirkpatrick ms rd ld a simple straightforward easy to follow plan to
help anyone get on the right track to eating well keri glassman ms rd cdn author of the new you and improved diet
Beetle Epidemic in Alaska 1998 secure venture capital easy getting a business up and running or pushing a
brilliant product to the marketplace requires capital for many entrepreneurs a lack of start up capital can be the
single biggest roadblock to their dreams of success and fortune venture capital for dummies takes entrepreneurs
step by step through the process of finding and securing venture capital for their own projects find and secure
venture capital for your business get your business up and running push a product to the marketplace if you re an
entrepreneur looking for hands on guidance on how to secure capital for your business the information in venture
capital for dummies gives you the edge you need to succeed
The One One One Diet 2013-12-24 developing a spiritual warfare mentality in the midst of the valley is a
revolutionary look at spiritual warfare from a practical point of view this book is designed to challenge your
thinking so that you can function accurately in the midst of any situation that life presents hidden in the midst of
every valley is the purpose waiting to be discovered when you learn to think differently you will discover the
wonderful treasure of purpose which will ultimately bring fulfilment to your life in this landmark work stanley
saunders uses the analogy of two valleys valley of bad decision and valley of destiny to stir change in the heart of
people regardless of what valley you find yourself in this book teaches you how to respond so that you can find
meaning and significance to life most people are tired of going through the same battles and struggles over and
over therefore its time to break that trend by applying the life changing principles of gods word are you ready for
victory in every area of your life
A Homiletic Encyclopaedia of Illustrations in Theology and Morals 1889 list of members in each volume
Federal Trade Commission Decisions 1995 boys life is the official youth magazine for the boy scouts of america
published since 1911 it contains a proven mix of news nature sports history fiction science comics and scouting
Venture Capital For Dummies 2013-09-10 tribal criminal law and procedure is the second in a unique series of
comprehensive studies of tribal law in the united states this book examines the complex subject of tribal criminal
law and procedure from a tribal perspective utilizing tribal statutory law tribal case law and the cultural values of
native peoples garrow and deer discuss in depth the histories structures and practices of tribal justice systems
comparisons of traditional tribal justice with anglo american law and jurisdictions elements of criminal law and
procedure and alternative sentencing and traditional sanctions tribal criminal law and procedure will be an
invaluable resource for legal scholars and students published in cooperation with the tribal law and policy
institute visit their web page turtle mountain community college and the native nations law and policy center
university of california los angeles
Scope of Soviet Activity in the United States 1956 the best selling author of the 7 minute difference demonstrates
how small routine choices can enable significant positive changes in personal relationships and goals outlining
specific strategies and tools for identifying key priorities and accomplishing scheduled daily tasks
Developing a Spiritual Warfare Mentality in the Midst of the Valley 2012-03-02 achieve positive returns on
your investments in any market with managing your investment portfolio fd you can build and manage a portfolio
of investments that s flexible enough to provide positive returns no matter what the market is doing inside you ll
find a wealth of strategies and techniques to help you take your investments to the next level lean to track and
predict volatility hedge your exposure by going long and short use strategies like arbitrage relative value and
pairs trading and dip into distressed assets options derivatives spread betting and much more techniques and
strategies covered include tracking and predicting volatility and making short term gains on very volatile markets
hedging exposure and going long and short arbitrage taking advantage of price differences between markets pairs
trading relative value strategies distressed assets things written off by the mainstream that may have long term
value earnings surprises looking for companies delivering better earnings than predicted by analysts options and
derivatives macro trading looking at key indicators for economic cycles
Influencing Elections 1996 rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing the
weekly world news has been the world s only reliable news source since 1979 the online hub weeklyworldnews
com is a leading entertainment news site
Revenue Act of 1963 1963 are you a made in chelsea addict desperate for another series of love triangles and
luxury drama and deck shoes are you hoping that francis will finally give us a flash of his diamonds or to see binky
actually find true love if you just can t get enough kings road craziness daisy buchanan s hilarious and hugely
popular series blogs are collected here to give you a quick fix of your favourite trust fund tv stars as well as
getting you in the mood for the new series the wickedly unofficial guide to made in chelsea will also help all you
sw7 wannabes navigate the choppy waters of high society hook ups avoid fashion faux pas and learn how to throw
a totes amaze pardy from the writer who coined the nickname jamie biscuits comes a guide to chelsea life that s
more must have than the latest mulberry
Transactions of the Minnesota State Medical Association 1896 popular science gives our readers the information
and tools to improve their technology and their world the core belief that popular science and our readers share
the future is going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better
pt. 1 At Los Angeles, Calif., August 7, 1934. Hearings No. 73-Calif.-2. 25 p. pt. 2 At New York, N.Y., July
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9 to 12, 1934. Hearings, No. 73-NY-7. 259 p. pt. 3 At New York City, N.Y., November 30, 1934,
December 5, 1934. Hearings, No. 73-N.Y.-18. 43 p 1935 it is 1861 and angel woolsack is a confederate about
to breathe his last as the union forces make their inexorable approach rejected by his wife his wealth no longer
useful to him he sets about recording his testament his story is that of a preacher s son who flees the hardscrabble
life of his itinerant father and falls in with a charismatic highwayman the novel moves from the bordellos of
natchez to the mississippi plantations and finally to the back rooms of new orleans where would be revolutionaries
are plotting to break away from the young united states the blood of heaven is a remarkable portrait of a young
man seizing his place in a violent new world
Boys' Life 1986-08 cio magazine launched in 1987 provides business technology leaders with award winning
analysis and insight on information technology trends and a keen understanding of it s role in achieving business
goals
Tribal Criminal Law and Procedure 2004-10-30 the realities of the international criminal justice system takes an
analytical and critical look at the impact of the major instruments of international criminal justice since the 1990s
with the advent of the international criminal tribunals for rwanda and yugoslavia
1970 Census of Population and Housing. Employment Profiles of Selected Low-income Areas 1972 in its
114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand
content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting
about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
A Sea Queen 1884 for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information
intelligence and insight for network and it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large
organizations readers are responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems
their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and
electronic commerce
The 7 Minute Solution 2013
Managing Your Investment Portfolio For Dummies - UK 2013-08-19
Economic Report of the President 1967
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 1992
Weekly World News 1999-01-19
The Wickedly Unofficial Guide to Made in Chelsea 2013-10-10
Hostile Takeovers 1987
Popular Science 1987-06
Agricultural Conservation Program 1958
The Blood of Heaven 2013-11-07
CIO 1995-02-15
Senate documents 1877
Your Federal Income Tax for Individuals 2011
Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York 1872
State of New York City Court of the City of Brooklyn 1866
English Mechanic and Mirror of Science 1875
U.S. Nuclear Fuel Retransfer Policy 1982
The Realities of International Criminal Justice 2013-07-11
Billboard 1996-05-18
Network World 1995-12-25
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